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TIE GAME

The Eastern women’s soccer team tied
with Jacksonville State, 0-0, Sunday.
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PLAYING FOR A CAUSE

The NRHH will host a dodgeball
tournament to raise funds as part of
Breast Cancer Awareness Week.
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Three Dog
Night show
canceled
By Roberto Hodge
News Editor | @DEN_News
Three Dog Night, the performing act for
Family Weekend, canceled their concert because of health concerns.
The band was scheduled to perform Oct.
10 at Lantz Arena.
Ceci Brinker, the director of student life,
said time is of the essence and they are currently looking at other alternatives to replace
the band.
Brinker said because of the short notice
and quick turnaround for the Family Weekend events, they will not have a concert, but
will seek out quality and “affordable” acts.
“Let’s cut our losses and focus on a smaller scale, but affordable (acts),” Brinker said.
While there are minimal costs to the cancellation, she said the University Board is
probably saving around $45,000.
Brinker said it is not often a band cancels
a show, but it has happened before. She said
they are now looking at local or novelty acts
to replace the concert. She said their goal is
to have a free act to make up for the cancellation, which will be announced Monday.
“We have seven days to put this together
and turn this around,” Brinker said.
Because of health issues affecting Cory
Wells, the band’s co-founder and lead singer,
a doctor required the band to cancel some of
their upcoming tour dates in the South and
Midwest, according to a university press release.
More than 600 tickets were sold prior to
the cancellation, Brinker said.
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Firefighters respond to a reported fire on Sunday at the Cooper Building in University Court. Steve Bennett, the assistant chief for Charleston
Fire Department, said there was minimum fire and water damage.

Grease catches fire in University Court
By Cassie Buchman
Administration Editor | @cjbuchman
A grease fire was reported at 7:02 p.m.
Sunday in the Cooper Building of University Court Apartments.
Assistant fire chief Steven Bennett said
the residents in apartment 23 were cooking
when the grease got too hot and started to
catch fire.
“The sprinklers had activated and put the
fire out, so the sprinkler system did what it
was supposed to do,” Bennett said.
There was minimal fire damage and little
water damage in other apartments.

“The sprinkler was activated so it was
putting the water out on the fire, so some
of that water finds cracks and goes down
into the apartment(s) below,” Bennett said.
“Right now the fire alarm is not activated until the electrician can come and reset
it,” Bennett said. “Because it activated when
the sprinkler went off and right now the
sprinkler system’s down until the plumber
can change out the sprinkler head that activated.”
The fire alarm has been reset in Cooper.
The electricians and plumber were called
and notified, and building service workers
had already started cleaning up the water.

Residents were able to return to their
apartments at 7:50 p.m. unless they were in
the apartment affected by the fire.
Kelly Miller, associate director of housing and dining, said the people who had to
leave Cooper because of the grease fire were
staying with friends.
Miller said there was not a lot of physical
damage, and the sprinklers went off as they
were supposed to.
Luis Martinez contributed to the article.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at
581-2812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.

Keynote speaker talks about social, emotional learning
By Cassie Buchman
Administration Editor | @cjbuchman
Melissa Schlinger, the vice president of
programs and practice at the Collaborative
for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning, was a fifth-grade teacher when one of the
girls in her class, had invited the new girl to
her birthday party only to tell the girl it was
canceled.
In reality, it was not canceled, and later, all
the girls in the class at the party called to tell
her they really just did not want her there.
Schlinger used this story as an example of
bullying and how a good relationship with
a teacher can help stop these kinds of incidents.
After hearing about the party, Schlinger
was horrified and went to talk to the girl who
did the bullying.

“Research tells us when
kids feel attached to at
least one adult, they’re
less likely to drop out of
school.”
- Melissa Schlinger,
vice president of programs and
practice at the Collaboraitve for
Academic, Social and Emotional
Learning
“One thing I did well was I had gotten to
know the students in the class. So I sat down
with her and talked with her to say, ‘What
were you thinking?’” Schlinger said. “And

‘let’s try to imagine what it must have felt
like for (the new girl).”
Schlinger could see her student process
the information and realize the pain she
caused.
A year later, the girl’s sixth grade teacher
had them write memoirs of their time in elementary school and she had written her entire entry on the bullying incident, the conversation she had with Schlinger and what
she did afterwards.
“This was news to me, but really rewarding to see this stuck with her,” Schlinger
said. “I think the reason it stuck with her
was because we had that relationship before
it happened.”
She said while the relationship would not
cure the problem, it could help to make
things right.
“Research tells us when kids feel attached

to at least one adult, they’re less likely to
drop out of school,” Schlinger said. “It can
help them with their own social support, especially if they’re talking of issues like bullying.”
Schlinger said it is important for teachers
to talk to students and for students to get to
know their teachers as well.
Schlinger said as a former fifth- and sixthgrade teacher and mother of 8-year-old
twins, bullying prevention is something she
cares a lot about.
“I think about it all the time, as a mother and I ask them questions every day,” Schlinger said. “About how their day was at
school, who’d you sit by on the bus, what
happened at recess and I look for signs.”

KEYNOTE, page 6

State Higher Education Committee to have hearing
Staff Report | @DEN_News
The State Senate Higher Education Committee will have a hearing about the impact of
the budget on higher education in Illinois at
10:30 a.m. Monday in the Grand Ballroom in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
State Sen. Pat McGuire, a Democrat from
Crest Hill, chairs the committee.

Nearly 90 percent of state spending has been
committed because of recent court rulings and
the governor’s administration actions, according to a university press release.
“However, state support for higher education is still unsettled,” the press release said.
Colleges and universities are subsidizing
state grants and programs hoping that there
will be a resolution to the budget impasse

soon.
These grants and programs include the
Monetary Award Program, the Grow Your
Own Teachers Program and the Dependent
Grants Program.
These colleges and universities usually receive almost $2 billion from the state budget.
This is the final hearing in a series of four
held in the last few weeks across the state, ac-

cording to the press release.
Other state senators along with representatives from Eastern, Illinois State University, Lake Land College, Danville Area Community College, the Illinois Community College
Board, the Illinois Student Assistance Commission and students and parents, will join
McGuire.
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Bully Brief

Local weather
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Conference reviews
federal bullying laws
By Luis Martinez
Entertainment Editor | @DEN_News

Partly Cloudy

Sunny

High: 79°
Low: 55°

High: 79°
Low: 54°

For more weather visit dailyeasternnews.com
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Melissa Schlinger, vice president of Practice, Collaborative for
Academic Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL), was the speaker for
the keynote Bullying Presentation Friday in the University Ballroom in the
Martin Luther king Jr. University Union.

Comments / Tips
Contact any of the above staff members if you believe your information is relevant. aaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Corrections
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promptly as possible. Please report any factual error you
find to Editor-in-Chief Stephanie Markham at 581-2812.
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If you would like to work for The Daily Eastern News
as a reporter, photographer, columnist, cartoonist, copy editor, designer or videographer, please
visit at the newsroom at 1802 Buzzard Hall.

Printed by Eastern Illinois University
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Attention postmaster: Send
address changes to:
The Daily Eastern News
1802 Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

Luis Martinez can be
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Tournament to raise funds for research
By Mackenzie Freund
City Editor | @mgfreund_news

Three residence halls will be participating in the dodgeball tournament hosted by the National ResGet social with The Daily Eastern News idence Hall Honorary at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in McAfee Gym.
The Daily Eastern News
The dodgeball tournament is
the
last event being put on by the
dailyeasternnews
NRHH for their annual Breast
Cancer Awareness Week.
@DEN_News
Greta Dieter, a junior political
Visit our website: dailyeasternnews.com science major and secretary for the
NRHH, said the executive board
About
has been talking about a dodge ball
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the students of
Eastern Illinois University. It is published daily Montournament for a long time.
day through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and
“Last year there was a battle of
spring semesters and twice weekly during the sumthe bands, so we wanted to keep the
mer term except during university vacations or examinations. One copy per day is free to students and faculcompetitive spirit,” Dieter said. “We
ty. Additional copies can be obtained for 50 cents each
thought now would be the best time
in the Student Publications Office in Buzzard Hall.aaaa
to do it.”
Advertising
To place an advertisement or classified ad in The
Daily Eastern News, call the ads office at 5812812 or fax 581-2923. Visit our online advertisements at dailyeasternnews.com/classifieds.

Attendees at the Bullying Prevention Conference were able to gain a
deeper understanding of the causes of
bullying and way to stop it through
panels, Friday.
One such panel took at look at
some of the laws in Illinois targeting
bullying.
Lyndsay Jenkins, the coordinator of
undergraduate internship programs,
presented some of the facts about anti-bullying law in the state titled “Anti-Bullying Laws in Illinois: What You
Need to Know.”
One of the major subjects covered
by Jenkins was the lack of federal law
prohibiting bullying, and gave a brief
description about the background information about the traits victimization is related to.
Jenkins said these traits could include academic and attendance problems, criminal activity, gun violence
and substance abuse.
Another factor playing into the discussion of anti-bullying laws are the
roles of discrimination, harassment
and bullying itself.
“Harassment includes verbal acts or
behaviors intended to threaten, harm
or humiliate,” Jenkins said. “That
sounds a lot like bullying, but harassment does not have to include an intent to harm, so it can be done intentionally.”
Jenkins also said harassment does
not have to be directed at a certain
target and does not have to have repeated incidents.
Bullying needs to be an intention-

al repeated act done by someone more
powerful, Jenkins said.
Some examples of power could include social power, intellectual power
and physical power.
“For something to be considered
bullying, it has to be done repeated
by a more powerful person and done
with intention,” Jenkins said. “In
some ways, bullying is a little more
strict in terms of definition and harassment is a little bit broader.
Jenkins said bullying can include
discrimination and harassment, but it
does not always have to include them.
“There are laws for discrimination
and harassment, but not for bullying
itself," Jenkins said.
Jenkins said while there is no federal law against bullying, there are many
overlaps with many of the civil rights
laws currently in place.
Jenkins also discussed the different
components for federal legislation;
these 11 components including the
specification of prohibited conduct,
review of legal policies, training and
monitoring potential situations
“Even though there is not this special anti-bullying law, they have made
some steps towards addressing bullying, so it’s not something that can really be ignored at this point,” Jenkins
said. “We have to do something about
it, there’s so much research documenting the negative effects and there’s so
much pressure on the schools and the
states to do something about it.”

Dieter said Lawson, McKinney,
and Stevenson halls are the three
residence halls that have signed up
for the tournament.
The winning team for the tournament will get an overall trophy
with their organization’s name on it
and members of the team will also
get a trophy.
Dieter said her goal is to raise
more than $5,000.
Dieter said there would be Breast
Cancer Awareness Week shirts for
sale during the tournament.
The T-shirts will be $10, $15 for
long sleeves, but for $20 students
can get one of each.
The NRHH members will also be
taking orders for more if there are
no shirts available in a certain size.
The fee for the tournament is
$50 for each team and teams must
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be between six and 10 people.
The deadline to sign up for the
tournament was Oct. 2, but Dieter said the NRHH executive board
may plan a spring tournament.
“We are looking into doing another tournament for the spring and
get more involvement from organizations on campus,” Dieter said.
Dieter said people are more than
welcome to go and watch the tournament.
On Oct. 2., the NRHH members had a table set up in the South
Quad where students could throw
a pie at someone, or walk up and
push it in their face.
T h e re we re m e m b e r s o f t h e
NRHH sitting behind the table
waiting for students to throw a pie
at them.
The NRHH members also asked

people from around campus to be
some of their special guests during
the event.
Faculty members like Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining services, admissions counselor Omar Solomon, and some of the
resident directors and associate resident directors from the different
halls participated.
Eastern President David Glassman was one of the special guests
that got pied in the face.
Glassman encouraged students
and faculty to come and donate to
the NRHH fundraiser while he was
sitting in the chair.
“Come on, it’s only one dollar!”
Glassman yelled.
Mackenzie Freund can be reached
at 581-2812 or at mgfreund@eiu.edu.

What’s Happening on Campus?

Fall Discarded Textbook Sale | 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Textbook Rental
Thomas Lyon Mills: The Catacombs | 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Featuring works by the artist. Tarble Arts Center
Cover Letters 101 | 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Learn how to communicate through your cover letter. Reservations required. Call 217-581-2412
Check out more upcoming events at www.eiu.edu/eiu360/
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One Wheel Ride

Panel discusses suicide facts
By Luis Martinez
Entertainment Editor | @DEN_News

C ASSIE BUCHMAN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Samuel Sievert, a junior accounting major, rides his unicycle on Friday in
the South Quad. He learned how to ride the unicycle his sophomore year
of high school after he saw a “really cool commercial” for unicycles that
made him want to learn.
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Studies have shown suicide to be
the third leading cause of death in
teenagers and the second for children.
Stephanie Fredrick, a school psychologist from Glen Ellyn, presented a panel discussing the facts about
bullying and suicide titled “Bullying
and Suicide: What Are the Facts?”
Fredrick said the Center for Disease Control and Prevention came
out with the new statistics about suicide rates.
“Obviously, this is kind of very
high, very problematic,” Fredrick
said. “Because of these rates, we obviously think of it as this public
health concern.”
Fredrick’s presentation took a closer look at suicidal behaviors and the
role media plays, early signs and how
to intervene during the fifth annual
Bullying Prevention Conference Friday in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Fredrick said research has shown
that suicidal behaviors start with
vague thoughts of death and the next
step would be the intent to commit
suicide.
“(At this step) students have a
method in mind, they have a plan,
maybe they write a note or are thinking about write a note, thinking
about what they are going to put
in that note,” Fredrick said. “On
the other end of that continuum is
the attempt and finally a completed
death.”
Fredrick said during a survey taken in the CDC’s study, 16 percent of
students who took the survey indi-

cated that they had suicidal thoughts
within the past year.
“There were, I believe, over 2,000
students that were part of this survey,” Fredrick said. “The survey assess more than just suicidal behaviors, but this one was just specifically
focusing on the students.”

“We found that there
are actually other
things that are more
closely related to
suicidal behaviors than
bullying. ”
- Stephanie Fredrick,
school psychologist
Fredrick said in regards to the 16
percent of students who said they
had suicidal thoughts on the survey,
she found these results very concerning.
“Say you have a high school of
1,000 students, that means 160 of
those students have actually thought
about, in the past year, committing
suicide,” Fredrick said. “It’s really
problematic. 13 percent of them actually had a plan, 8 percent actually
made an attempt.”
Fredrick said girls tend to engage
in suicidal ideas more than boys, but
boys are more likely to die by suicide
and while the number of the suicidal behaviors in children is lower, it is
growing.
“Already this year, I’ve already had
to conduct two risk assessments, one
for a second-grader and one for a

third-grader,” Fredrick said. “It’s just
something to really be aware about
even in those early childhood or elementary years.”
Fredrick said in the past 20 years,
there have been a lot research about
both bullying and suicide rates.
“We do know that bullying and
suicidal behaviors have a common
set of risk factors,” Fredrick said.
“We know that when a student engages in bullying behavior, one student is a victim and they are more
likely to engage in suicidal behavior, but that relationship is very complex.”
Fredrick said what researchers
do not know is if bullying directly
causes suicide.
“We found that there are actually
other things that are more closely related to suicidal behaviors than bullying,” Fredrick said. “For example,
in these studies, are we controlled for
depression, are we controlled for violence? A lot of times, bullying is no
longer related to suicidal behaviors.”
Fredrick said a lot of research
shows that bullying tends to exasperate suicidal issues rather than being
the direct cause of them.
“One of the things that I found
when I kind of looked at and analyzed my data, was that actually for
both face-to-face bullying and cyberbullying, that relationship to suicidal ideation was stronger for girls than
it was for boys,” Fredrick said. “That
relationship has been found in research, but it is still trying to be replicated and things like that.”
Luis Martinez can be
reached at 5812812
or ipmartinez@eiu.edu.
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We are going to need a longer board

Luis Martinez

There is no
reason for
bullying
After attending this year’s Bullying Prevention conference, it only helps to solidify my
stance on anti-bullying measures.
Bullying is a serious problem these days, a
problem that has not gone largely unnoticed.
There have been some serious measures taken against bullying, and yes, while some laws
were passed, part of me wonders if that is truly
the best we can do.
People can talk about how they plan on
stopping bullying, but there is still a lot of work
that needs to be done.
If you search online and type in bullying,
some of the most common stories you will find
on there are deaths caused by bullying, and a
lot of these deaths are kids, young pre-teens,
and teenagers.
These are people who have not even started
their lives yet but because someone, or a group
of people, thought it would be fun to make fun
of them and pick on them.
It needs to stop.
I have seen bullying before and when I was
younger, I was picked on as well.
Now, I am in my 20s and I have learned to
move past it all, but there are some people out
there who are still struggling.
Being bullied makes you feel small and less
important than the people around them, and
many of them feel trapped within their own
misery.
One of my favorite bands, Rise Against,
released a song a few years ago from their
album, “Endgame” talking about the effects
bullying can have on society.
The song, “Make It Stop,” talks about the
suicides that happened during September 2010,
the most known of these names being Tyler
Clementi, a Rutgers University student who
was a victim of cyberbullying.
Cyberbullying is becoming more and more
of a problem these days.
Everyone is hooked on social media and
think it is funny to leave hateful comments to
someone, who they might not even know, and
they have no idea the kind of destructive effect
they can have on that person.
Being a bully does not make you strong, or
cool, or even better than everyone.
If you have to pick on someone else to make
yourself feel better, then you are the one with
the problem, not them.
Everyone on this planet was born different, and it is because of these differences that
it should bring people together, not tear us all
apart.
To anyone reading this who either has experienced bullying or perhaps currently is, from
someone who as lived through it, it does get
better.
You guys are stronger than you think and
at the end of the day, what matters is what you
think of yourself, not what anyone else tells
you.
It is because of my friends and my family
that I am who I am today, and no matter what
anyone else tells me, I am me.
Luis Martinez is a senior journalism major. He can be
reached at 581-2812 or lpmartinez@eiu.edu
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Staff Editorial

Student Senate sets goals for semester
In their recent meetings, the Student Senate has been establishing goals that it plans
to accomplish this semester.
The senate has been making an impact
on campus with the approval of three registered student organizations at Wednesday
meeting and two RSOs the week before.
The new organizations will be great for
allowing more students to get more involved
on campus.
The senate have also been setting goals
that include the creation a freshman leadership council within the senate, getting more
students involved and informed about the
things occurring on campus, and discussing
ways to help improve enrollment at Eastern.
According to an article from Sept. 23 in
The Daily Eastern News titled “Student Senate discusses campus improvement projects,”
Student Senate discussed ways to inform students about the budget and the Monetary
Award Program.
The article also discussed ways to encour-

age students from the surrounding communities to attend Eastern.
The most important thing about setting
these goals is being able to follow through
on them.
The Student Senate has been doing a great
job of discussing issues like these and presenting possible ways to meet these goals.
But finding possible solutions does not
mean anything is set in stone.
At their most recent meeting, the senate was able to approve the creation of more
groups will already give students on campus
to get more involved.
They were also able to recruit a web
designer master to help with marketing and
other online projects.
The semester is almost halfway over, but
the steps are being taken to make sure these
goals are reached.
Student Senate should continue to find
ways to accomplish the goals they have
though and not stop there.

Reaching students online is a great start to
market things to them because it will be in
a place where the students will see, but the
work must continue like it has.
Progress is being made by the senate, but
the progress must not stop there.
The senate must continue to work
towards the goals they have set, and they
must continue to work hard at their meetings.
There is still a lot of time left in the
semester for the senate to meet the goals
they have set.
The Student Senate is meant to represent
Eastern’s student body and with the senate
working hard and reaching goals, the senate has been doing a great job in helping the
students and improving Eastern’s campus.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Finding confidence in the way you look
In a time where my metabolism ran faster than my appetite I was the socially acceptable weight of 133 pounds at a height of 5 feet
7 inches.
At this time I still questioned whether or
not I was “skinny enough” because magazines
would tell me that at my height, 120 pounds
was where I should be.
I did nothing to lose that weight, and eventually my appetite was an evident friend that
appeared with me as a part of my reflection.
This weight gain is what is known as the
teenage girl’s downward spiral into a loss of
self-esteem and the introduction to the new
and horrifying term: plus size.
The two words are what seem like a punishment for women that do not live up to the
beauty standards that are plastered across the
covers of fashion magazines.
The term casts a group of women into a
different section of the store as if they are no
longer categorized as just women.
I now weigh a whole 204 pounds at the
same height of 5 feet 7 inches.
Transitioning from a size seven to 14 was
one of the hardest battles my self-esteem has
taken on.
While wrestling with my self-hatred
towards my body, retail therapy was no longer

Abbey Whittington
a coping mechanism because even the stores
would alienate my appearance.
This idea also goes for thin women, and the
separation of women, plus sized, and petite.
The first step of fighting off these insecurities was to realize that the only thing standing
in the way of my confidence was myself.
It is so easy to hate your reflection and even
harder to accept what you see in it.
Regardless, I refused to let corporations peg
me as the wrong representation of a “correct
body type.”
I decided that every new curve and stretch
mark was a symbol of the path I have taken to
learn how to love myself, no matter what the
scales or magazines were whispering into my

ears.
The second step was sticking to the methods of advocating self-love.
Advocating self-love is important for myself
and for other individuals because it is contagious.
Inviting others to feel accepted will give
them the room to see themselves in a more
positive light, and can even prepare them
for any changes they want to make in their
appearance.
Self-love advocacy is essential in making
women of every shape and size feel more comfortable as opposed to being torn down and
pressured to shed the pounds immediately.
While I do sometimes miss being the 133
pound version of myself, my weight gain was
an important transition.
It revealed the deceiving propaganda of the
fashion industry, and taught me that it is okay
to be over 120 pounds and to love myself even
if society is telling me not to.
I hope my article inspires others that have
experienced or are experiencing these insecurities to find a way to accepting who they are.
Abbey Whittington is a freshman journalism major.
She can be reached at 581-2812
or anwhittington@eiu.edu
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Peaceful protest
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By Torri Griffith
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
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Andrew and Alex Kuykendall, both 8-year-old Charleston residents, pose with a sign saying “Adoption: The Loving
Option” as part of the Life Chain month on Sunday at Morton Park. The twins stood on the sidewalk on Lincoln
in front of the park Sunday afternoon with churches from the Charleston- Mattoon area and Newman Catholic
Center.

Interactive workshop focuses
on at-risk students, bullying
By T’Nerra Butler
Multicultural Editor | @DEN_News
At-risk students in grade school, high
school and even college have been found
to have a higher probability of failing or
dropping out of school.
Don Parker, an assistant principal for
activities and athletics at a Chicago public
school, led an interactive workshop called
“Building Relationships with At Risk Students,” Friday.
Parker was one of the presenters at the
fifth annual Bullying Prevention Conference.
Parker worked at Simeon High School
for one year and said he worked with atrisk students; Parker said he has worked in
Chicago Public Schools as a teacher for six
years.
Parker said at-risk students are those
who could possibly drop out of school because they have many social and emotional problems and often those issues get in
the way of their academic achievement.
“At one point I was an assistant in an
impoverished community and the students had a lot of social problems and it
was a school that was gang-infested and a
lot of students did drugs,” Parker said. “It
was a lot of things that stood in the way
of them being successful academically.”
Characteristics of at-risk students in-

clude: substance abuse, disruptive families, underachievement, poor communication and catastrophic worldviews,
Parker said.
A catastrophic worldview involves students thinking they can never amount to
much because of what they see around
them. These students often think they
are stuck in the world they were raised in
whether it is an impoverished world, or
a world filled with violence they do not
think they can excel.
Parker played clips of the movie
“Freedom Writers,” to give the audience
an idea of a catastrophic worldview.
“When students can’t graduate high
school and become a productive person
in society, it’s a problem,” Parker said.
Parker said 79 percent of Asian students, 78 percent of white students, 57
percent of Latin American students and
52 percent of African-American students
graduate from high school.
Morgan O’Dell, a senior elementary
education major, said she is from a small
town and rarely encountered at-risk students.
O’Dell said because of the unfamiliarity she has with those students, she
thought going to the forum would increase her knowledge about at-risk students.
“The first thing that comes to mind

when I think of at-risk students is low
income and I know that’s a judgmental thing, and teachers are supposed to
get rid of those biases so I’m working on
that,” O’Dell said.
O’Dell said if she has a student and
sees them falling into the category she
would want to find a common ground
with the student to pick them back up.
“I want to completely get to know
them on a personal level and share some
of my experiences and struggles so that
we can connect to build that level of
care, empathy and trust,” O’Dell said.
Administrators in Illinois are required
to have a certain number of professional
development hours and many attended
the workshop.
Parker usually does workshops lasting
up to six hours and said he had to cram
as much information as possible into the
hour he was given.
“I wanted people to recognize the
characteristics of at-risk students and
how to develop empathy with at-risk
students,” Parker said.
He said it was good to include this
topic as a part of the bullying conference because at-risk students can be
targeted for bullying as well.
T’Nerra Butler can be reached at
581-2812 or tabutler@eiu.edu.

Bob’s Bookstore
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Used books
bought and sold.
Chess
Every Monday 6 pm
Open Mic
Every Friday 7 pm
FREE COFFEE & WIFI
601 Monroe
Charleston, IL

217-345-BOBS
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9am - 10 pm

Like us on Facebook.

www.bobsbookstore.net
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Cafe begins live
music event every
Saturday evening
By Brad York
Verge Editor

Jackson
Avenue
Coffee
(J.A.C.) is a location to go blowoff steam, study for hours on
end and socialize as the creamy
fragrance of lattes, cappuccinos
and hot chocolates stream though
the air.
J.A.C., located at 708 Jackson
Ave., may sound like an unusual
place for a concert setting, but
Dan Reible believes it is the
perfect location for live music
that has not been offered to
Charleston in some time.
“In the Charleston area there
is no place to relax and listen to
music except for a bar,” Reible
said. “I’d like a place where people
can come relax, have a cup of
coffee, sandwich, bagel and take
it easy and listen to some good
acoustic music.”
Reible and his wife Vicki
are currently shuffling through
papers in order to become the
rightful owners of J.A.C.

Reible moved to Mattoon in
1984 after serving in the Navy
and soon became a truck driver,
traveling the nation with his
wife.
Reible has played for various
bands in the past and mentioned
to his friend, Ryan Dawson and
the current owner of J.A.C., he
was looking for a place to host
weekly concerts on Saturday
evenings.
Dawson then asked Reible if
he ever pictured himself owning a
café. Reible expressed an interest,
and soon, Dawson offered to sell
the business.
Dawson said the Reibles’ have
been his customers since J.A.C.
opened nearly eight years ago.
“I planned on going back to
school this summer to complete a
degree in teacher’s certification,”
Dawson said. “We were ready to
move on to new things. I figured
it is best not to run anything into
the ground, so I offered to sell the
place.”
Dawson has high hopes for

of the weekend
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Dan Reible , owner of the Jacksno Avenue Coffee enjoys sunse viewing the humbling setting from his newly titled “retirement
Assistant Verge Editor
bench” at the J.A.C.
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the future of J.A.C. and feels as
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The 7th Street Underground
will turn
as though hosting live musicians
will come with a cover cost,
matter if I personally like it or
into night
a concert
venue
at 5:30
as the
every Saturday
is only
the tonight
but instead
a hat
will be passed
not. It’s whatever I think our
Against
Canceraround
group hosts
its for
sec- donations,
beginning Colleges
of the growth
J.A.C.
around
customers will like.”
will see. ond Rock it for Relay concert.
which go entirely to the artist.
Reible said his customers are
The first The
Saturday
night willRobert
is a musician
an eclectic group, and notices
benefit concert
featureReynolds
the three
who plays Midnight,
blues music from the
performer local
will be
“Reverend”
that he has a lot of high schoolers
bands
Good Morning
Robert Reynolds Saturday from 8
‘20s, ‘30s and ’40s, and is glad
come there every evening. He said
Cured by Fire and Madison’s Avenue, and
to 10 p.m. at J.A.C.
Reible is opening his doors to
parents know it is a safe place.
one solo musician, Jennalocal
Jackley.
musicians.
Reible said he is open to any
Tickets are $5 at the door
and said
can hebehas known
Reynolds
style of music and musicians who
purchased starting at 5 p.m.
Reible for a while because they
are interested in performing the
have
been playing
music together
Saturday night events should
All proceeds go to the
Colleges
Against
w w w . d e n n e w s . c o m / v e r g e
the years.
come out to J.A.C. Open Mic
Cancer’s Relay for Life through
team, and
will ul“It is good to play one close to
Night every Thursday.
timately be given to the American
Cancer
home. This is more intimate than
These open mic sessions are
Society.
the festivals and blues bars I’ve
used as auditions of sorts for the
Kyle Swalls, guitaristbeen
and
vocalist
for Reynolds
playing
at lately,”
diverse music Reible hopes to
Good Morning Midnight,
hasplay
witnessed
said. “I
electric when I’m
incorporate with the Saturday
with
myhand.
band, but
this show will
night performances.
the devastation of cancer
first
Swalls
be allagainst
acoustic.”
In addition to the open mic
said his grandma is fighting
cancer.
The intimate setting offers a
night artists, Reible searches
“It’s a constant struggle
dealing with
place for begging and practiced
the Web and various local
it,” Swalls said. “A lot musicians
of time the
chemo
alike.
music hot spots in order to find
won’t be as effective, andReible
they wants
will try
a
to show
people
performers.
new method and stuff. in
And
so just knowCharleston
music they may
“I’m hoping to get a lot of
have me
heard
before.
music in here that people haven’t
ing the constant strugglenot
makes
want
to
to for
host various
experienced before,” Reible said.
do something like this andHe
raiseplans
money
artiststhe
from
various
“People may have heard blues,
an individual who is having
same,
whogenres each
weekend.
but it probably isn’t the old delta
is dealing with the same kind
of suffering.”
“I’ve got things booked all the
blues that (Reverend Robert) will
This band along with
by the
Fireend
is of June,”
wayCured
through
be playing.”
playing at Friends & Co.
latersaid.
in “It’s
the mostly
eve- people I
Reible
pHOtO COURtESy Of GOOD MORNING MIDNIGHt
heardtwo
in gigs
the area
Brad York can be reached at
ning.
were willing have
to book
in and a lot
pHOTO COURTESY
OfThey
REVROBERT.COM
Midnight
members Elgin Combs (guitarist), Michael “Woody” Woodring (drummer), Kyle Swalls (vocalist and guitarist) and Chad Barton
local musicians. We are Good
open Morning
581-7942
or at band
bayork@eiu.edu.
one night
support.
“Reverend” Robert Reynolds plays his guitar; He will play acoustic at 8 p.m. on Saturday at Jackson Avenue
Coffee.to show their of
(bass guitarist and vocalist) volunteered to play tonight at the Rock it for Relay event to help raise money for the American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life.
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A square beyond compare

“We feel that playing this gig will allow people to see that rock and roll and the
whole style of it isn’t just about being on
your own and not really caring about anyone else,” Logan Richardson, Madison’s Av-

Square Fest provides
stage for new music,
new bands and
new surroundings

enue lead singer, said.
“We really do care about the issue of
breast cancer and cancer in general,” Richardson continued. “Because some people

pHOtO COURtESy Of JENNA JACKLEy

Jenna Jackley is a Mattoon High School student and will be playing at the 7th Street Underground
tonight at 5:30 p.m.

close to us have had it and, luckily, they
Madison’s Avenue is another young alhave recovered from it.”
ternative rock band from Charleston that
‘Hey there are all these other great bars in
By Brad york
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Editor
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not own
just the
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near Lincoln
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dormant. It is a time for new life to see
Blues Band while others such as DJ Illith,
Good Morning Midnight
is an indie
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elementary education
the wonders of Charleston. With new life
Poundcake and Ryan Arnold stem from
and alternative rock band.
Beginning
near- New
major,
said all the
bandsthroughout
are hardthe
working
comes
new ambitions.
ambitions
locations
state.
ly a year ago and stationed
in music,
Marshall,
and werethat
booked because
mean new
and for Charleston
“I figurethey
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was a recomgreat networking
means
new events.
opportunity
the group is fresh to the
Charleston
music
mended by other
artists. for a lot of bands,” ChaplinsA fresh
take onUnthe Charleston
said. “WeCancer
are pulling
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scene, but has played in the
7th Street
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CollegeskiAgainst
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scene is exactly what Scott Chaplinski has
Kankakee area, and some musicians from
derground before for a canned
food drive.
more than $5,000
through their fall breast
been planning for nearly a year with the
Champaign area. It’s bands that I like,
Cured by Fire is aevent
Charleston
metal
cancer T-shirt and
salesI know
and that
other
Square Fest.
otherfundraispeople (like).”
band. Megan Givens, the“I concert
coordi-in February
ers. They
to said
raisemost
$8,000,
started thinking
that ithave pledged
Chaplinski
of them are
was about
timeto
to Meget it going
withacross
every- campus
younger
bands that
have only
nator said the group sounds
similar
and
different
groups
havebeen plaything
going
on with
Woodfor a year
two American
and that many times
tallica or Godsmack and
does
a good
jobCelebration,
pledged
to raiseing
$70,000
foror the
chuck Music Festival, there’s finals, there’s
a band that has been playing for four to
of getting a crowd going.
Their influencCancer Society. five years need a guarantee that they are
Easter. I realized it was crunch time to get
es come from those bands
and Chaplinski
others like
Last year, the
concert
it going,”
said.
getting
paid. drew a small
Guns N’ Roses, Motley Square
Crue Fest
and will
Black
is hoping
fordone
more
pub- like this
begin atcrowd,
2 p.m.but
Sat-Givens“Having
never
anything
urday through 1 a.m. Sunday.
The event
before I didn’t want to make promises to a
Sabbath.
lic support.
will takeHigh
place School
on Charleston’s “What
square atever bunch
people that
Jenna Jackley is a Mattoon
little ofamount
canI can’t
put fulfill.”
to- Chapthe bars Mother’s, Friends & Co., Mac’s
linski said.
student who plays the guitar
and sings.
wards the American
Cancer Society will
Uptowner and Top of the Roc. The event
In fact, much of the money for pro“She is just memorizing
to watch,”
help in
Givens
said. was saved up by Chapwill cost
$12 andMeallow patrons
21some
and way,”
ducing
the event
gan Givens said. “She isover
in admittance
high school,
intosoany of the bars and
linski himself. He hopes that the $12 covis enough
to give
some of the traveling
she is still very young,performances.
but the caliber of
Colleen Kitkaercan
be reached
at 581-7942
Chaplinski said getting or
thecrkitka@eiu.edu.
bars inbands money to cover their gas costs and
voice she has is just amazing.”
volved was the first part of organizing the
event, and after he explained the potential
benefits they jumped on board.
“I kind of just threw it out there,”
Chaplinski said. “They’ve given me good
ideas, and they appreciate the ideas that I
have. They’ve been very helpful with everything I’ve been doing.”
Chaplinski has been wanting to get
the bars involved with a festival event for
more than year and said he feels that now
was the best time to bring it all together.
“We are hoping it brings a lot of business to the square,” Chaplinski said. “We
hope it is going to be a nicer day. It’s a
good window of a month and a half of
good weather to show all these people,

without being too high to deter college
students and community members from
coming out.
One local musician, Mitch Davis,
a senior management information systems major, saod he plans on showing the
crowd some new tunes to commemorate
the new event.
“I mainly like to get people dancing,
but I also play some more chill stuff,”
Davis said. “I don’t want people to get
burnt out, so I’ll make new songs before
the shows. New shows get me motivated
to make new songs. (Square Fest) is going to be so new. There’s going to be so
many different people playing at so many
different bars. I don’t really know what to

BRAD yORk | ON tHE VERGE

Mitch Davis, a senior management information systems major, rehearses new songs and freshens
up on older material Wednesday evening in his home as he prepares for today’s Square Fest event.

expect. That’s why I am expecting to play
in front of a totally new crowd, so I really
got to try to pump people up.”
With a wide variety of performances
including blues, rock, jam band, electronic and rap everyone is beginning to develop expectations for the new event and
Chaplinski is no different.
“I want to be able to be out on the
square, outside the bars and see people

having a good time,” Chaplinski said. “I
want to hear, sort of over-hear, what they
did like and what they didn’t like. I just
think there will be a lot of good vibes
coming. Perfect conditions for me, is
hearing that people had a great time.”
Brad York can be reached at 581-7942
or bayork@eiu.edu.

Look for it every
Friday in the DEN!

Eastern professors taught racial minorities how to survive academic settings in a session titled, “Racial Bullying: Can Minority Students Survive
and Thrive in the Academy? Yes!”
This was one of the sessions during
the Bullying Prevention Conference
Friday in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
In this session, they explained the
ways in which minorities can survive
and succeed in the academy by systematic support and mentoring. They
spoke on the topic of social and relational bullying with an intent to hurt
someone’s social reputation.
Mildred Pearson, the founder of the
conference, said this form of bullying is
the cause of many cases of suicides.
Richard G. Jones, an associate professor of communication studies, said
his concept is to connect theory and activism in a way that has positive material effects for marginalized people, which
ultimately leads to social change.
Jones said people sometimes face the
decision of making an academic identity for themselves or listening to their
hearts.
Teresa Maria Linda Scholz, an associate professor of communication studies, emphasized relationship skills and
self-management. She spoke about racial microaggression focusing on racial
bullying.
A microaggression is a quick, subtle
insult or denigrating message by a dominant culture to belittle someone that is
perceived to be of a lower social class.
“You can’t shy away from talking
about whiteness and white privilege
because they go hand in hand. Racism
is rooted in white supremacist ideology,” Scholz said. “The everyday white
supremacist ideology that gets perpetuated through microaggressions.”
Microaggressions can be in ways
that we may stereotype people by what
they look like or what society perpetuates them to be.
Scholz said in the case where there
is someone in a position on power,
students might not recognize it, and
if they do recognize it, they will not
know how to respond; with this, microaggression goes unnoticed in the
classroom.
Not addressing these microaggressions in the classroom has the possibility to impair the learning environment
of many students.
Sham’Ah Md-Yunus, an associate
professor of elementary education, said
“Being Asian on this campus, I experience a glass ceiling theory. I can see
things up there, but I cannot go there,”

Md-Yunus said. “You have so many
doors, you just need to find the right
key to open the door.”
Md-Yunus said she models the students she mentors to be strong, active
and to be proactive because she sees the
potential for all of her students to be
leaders.
She said being a minority faculty
member to many students, is quite difficult for her at times; Yunus said students might believe she may not be
“competent enough” to mentor them.
Md-Yunus said being a faculty member of color means you need to be
strong, thick-skinned and determined
while mentoring your students. Then
students will begin to see you as a role
model and someone they can look up
to after all of the stereotypes and biases.
“As an institution, we need to provide hope, promises and possibilities.
That is what is coming to EIU and that
is what’s here,” Pearson said.
Pearson also presented the topic of
gender passing with African-American
women.
Gender passing also has a lot to do
with racial bullying in the academy,
which is an issue many minorities face
while trying to succeed on their endeavors.
Pearson spoke about a story she read
about African-American women and
gender passing in the school system;
she said in this story, African-American
women were taught to be silent.
Pearson said they remain silent because if they were to stand up and voice
their opinions, they would be known as
the “angry” black woman.
Pearson also spoke about black women lacking proper relationships; she stated that black women search for certain
support systems, such as kinships.
Pearson said minority students should
find a strong network of support and
they will be stronger because they will
not be so lonely.
Pearson said she believes many minorities in educational institutions are
operating in “an area of isolation,” they
do not have many people who look like
them. Therefore, they feel as though they
do not have a strong support system.
Pearson said students would not always have a mentor who looks like
them. She said if they find a person
who is compassionate about them, they
should ask to be their mentee.
“There is something mystically powerful about connecting with people. And
if you can find that connection at Eastern, the sky is the limit,” Pearson said.
Torri Griffith can be
reached at 581-2812
or tlgriffith@eiu.edu.
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Pie the President

Rentals for 1 or 2
Rent now or Spring Term
From $290-440
Call for appointment

1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals. com

CLASSIFIEDS
Help wanted

For rent

NIGHT OWLS NEEDED!!! Inserting
crew for The Daily Eastern News.
11:00 pm - 2:00 am. Apply in person 1802 Buzzard Hall.
_______________________ 10/30
Bartenders Needed. The Place in
Ashmore - Route 16. Stop in and
pick up an application.
217-349-8613
________________________ 10/6
Truck Driver OTR flatbed, step deck,
specialized. Mileage pay all miles
paid home weekends benefit allowance pay rate .45-.65 per mile
(618) 625-3417
_______________________ 10/07

For rent
Available now! One and two bedroom apartments close to campus.
Arius O’Neal, a junior family and consumer sciences major and resident assistant in Andrews Hall, pies President David GlassGreat price! Call or text
man in the face as a part of NRHH’s Breast Cancer Awareness fundraiser Friday in the South Quad. “It was fun,” O’Neal said. “He
217-273-2048 or 217-273-6820.
had a great attitude.”
________________________ 10/5
Available Fall 2015. 2 BR Apartments - water, and trash included. Plenty of parking. Buchanan
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Street Apartments.
tickets online or over phone refund.
Re f u n d s w i l l b e g i v e n Center.
217-345-1266.
The tickets must be re- via debit or credit card will
through the ticket office on
________________________ 10/6
the second floor of the Mar- turned to the original place automatically be credited at
Roberto Hodge can be Village Rentals 2016-2017 Leasing
tin Luther King Jr. Univer- of purchase to receive a full face value, no handling fees.
reached at 581-2812 Student Housing. Newly remodeled
The New
York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
Purchasers must wait up
sity Union or the box office refund.
or rlhodge@eiu.edu.
1 & 2York,
BR Apts.
water
and trash in620
Eighth
Avenue, New
N.Y.
10018
T h o s e w h o p u r c h a s e d to 10 days to receive their
in the Doudna Fine Ar ts
cluded.
4
BR
House,
close
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550 to campus and pet friendly. 217-345-2516
For Release Monday,
October 5, 2015
www.charlestonvillagerentals.com
_______________________ 10/13
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
MEGAN IVEY | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

»SHOW

WALKING DISTANCE TO DOUNA
AND FINE ARTS. 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT 1/1/16. OPENINGS
FOR FALL 2016. 2, 3, 4 BEDROOM
APARTMENT sammyrentals.com/
CALL OR TEXT (217) 549-4011 OR
(217) 348-0673
_______________________ 10/14
Attention Sororities and Fraternities! 3-7 Bedrooms, some houses on
parade route. All appliances included, including washer and dryer.
Several pricing options. 962-0790.
Panther Properties.
_______________________ 10/22
Fall 2016: Very Nice 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 BR
Houses, Townhouses & Apartments. Excellent locations! 1 - 3
Blocks from Campus.
217-493-7559. myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 10/30
Fall 2016: Very nice 2 BR brick duplex. Totally renovated. EVERYTHING NEW!. 1512 2nd Street.
Huge front yard. $425 per person.
217-493-7559 myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 10/30
For Spring & Fall 2016, 1, 2, 3 and
4 BR Apts. 348-7746
www.CharlestonlLApts.com
_______________________ 10/30
Available NOW - 2, & 3 BR Apts.
217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 10/30

»KEYNOTE

Schlinger has the opportunity from her job to go
around the country to different schools and often sees
evidence of bullying prevention programs at these
schools.
“On the walls, in posters, maybe there’s a big banner saying ‘no place for hate’
for their bullying program,
they’ve got a character education program,” Schlinger
said. “There may be a substance abuse prevention program that the nurses lead,
programs for violence prevention, you name it.”
Schlinger said many of
these programs are well intentioned and effective,
but the more of them that
schools have, the more teachers start to experience “initiative fatigue.”
“Every time a new program comes, it usually comes
because of some big event,
some horrible tragedy or
something happened and
there’s this explosion of energy around this particular
topic,” Schlinger said. “And
then over the year it tends
to wane as it makes room for
now the next program.”
Schlinger said the behaviors and negative situations are
complex, and one targeted program might not always be effective.
The Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning feels strongly that
schools should be the place to
promote the social and emotional development of students
so they do not have to focus on
the bad.
Social and emotional learning is the process where children and adults recognize and

manage their emotions, demonstrate care and concern for
others, develop positive relationships, make good decisions, and behave ethically, respectfully, and responsibly, said
Schlinger.
Many bullies have problems with social and emotional learning.
While they may be socially strong, many times they are
missing empathy, said Schlinger.
She said empathy is an area
that can be taught, as well as
the other social and emotional competencies.
“You don’t have to be born
with strong social and emotional skills,” she said. “All of
these things can and should be
taught.”
Targets of bullying tend to
lack self-confidence, which a
social and emotional competency, as well as reacting more
emotionally than other kids in
response to bullying.
“When you ask kids who
did intervene, the reason they
intervened, the most common
reason is empathy,” Schlinger
said. “When a student intervenes, bullying incidents stop
within 10 seconds.”
Mildred Pearson, the founder of the conference, said she
used social and emotional
learning in her own life.
Pearson said other people,
such as her mother, could see
the difference it made.
“Social and emotional learning has made me a better person,” Pearson said. “Not perfect, but better.”
Cassie Buchman can be
reached at 581-2812
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.

Crossword
ACROSS

31 Locale for
Christmas lights

53 Pre-W.W. II public
works project, for
1 ___ pit (area at a
short
punk concert)
33 Ginger ___ (soft
54 Moistens
drink)
5 Cheese named
56 Eighty-sixed
after a town in
34 Prevailed
Holland
58 Lose one’s mind
35 ___ mater
9 Phenom
36 The “O” in S.R.O. 62 Pakistani
language
13 Butterlike
37 Get hitched
spreads
63 Expel from power
15 Adjust the strings 40 Lacking
64 Jolt of power
adornment
of, as a guitar
65 Holiday-time
41 Good things to
song
16 Shankar who
have
about
you
mentored George
66 Micro : millionth
in
an
emergency
Harrison
:: ___ : trillionth
42 Building designer
17 Attack an
67 Viewed
I.
M.
___
endeavor
vigorously
43 Terrier’s
expression of
DOWN
20 Allen whose #3
terror
was retired by
1 In fashion
the 76ers
44 Name, as
2 Actress Munn of
sources
21 Papal name
“Deliver Us From
chosen 12 times 45 Entertainers
Evil”
Carvey and
3 Title characters
22 What a priest
Delany
in Disney’s
may absolve
first full-length
48
M’s
and N’s, in
23 Stepped (on)
feature
pronunciation
25 Heroine of Purim
4
Gardener in the
50 Circa-W.W. I art
weeds
29 Pilgrim to Mecca
movement
5 Prefix with
centric
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
6 Word before
north or process
X B
E I TI C
A R
E B
R M C TB A
R BA SD EI TO
7 “I need ___”
N E
B A M BI O
O EI C
S
L R
E E R EA RI M
N AT
(yawner’s words)
N G
O W
R E A
H
L L U
S M U R
N EP D
A D
C O
K TS
8 Pertaining to the
O EX LF D
O R
E D
S C
T O M M AE T EA NL T
time of castles
Y N
O O
L K
S E D
P A
L N FI OT OE LD
U
C U
and knights
A D
C TI O L A
I TS O N
SE N
T U
E Y
O N
U M
S EO
9 Where to wear a
D SE TP O
T E D
watch
A
E R N
C S MI I LE ER YS T
R A B
V A
E R W
B
A CI N
U KS
10 Part of a
S L H
sarcastic laugh
T W
H A R
T M A
E A TE CS H
P EA CN KA
S AE LX A A
P PI D
E A
H
E L F TE EN X
N AE NL 11 Hosp. hookups
L A
L L E
R O
UT TI D
L V
A SI L S
N M
W EA 12 Teen’s facial
E P
R E
R R U
S C A R E
A Q
B U
A OT TE ED S
blemish
A D
O NI M
A AI L G N
I RE SS 14 The Vatican’s
M
I N
P U
O S
B O X
M
A TS E
A N
L N
A A E D
I E R CE OA ET
A N
T H
___ Chapel
L T L A
TY SL E LV EI O
S B
O SL I A
D NL TY 18 Neither’s partner
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PUZZLE BY MICHAEL DEWEY

19 What to light
on a stick of
dynamite
24 X’d out
26 “Don’t give up
now!”
27 Vogue rival
28 “The Bridge of
San Luis ___”
30 Rib-tickler
32 Charges (up)
35 Score ___ (enjoy
some success)

36 Draft-worthy
37 “Gone With the
Wind” plantation
38 Like some easyopen bottles
39 Subjects of some
software pop-ups
40 Outlaw
44 𝄞𝄞 is one
46 Exact retribution
for
47 Make melancholy
49 Terrible

51 Supplement
52 Go pfft
55 Feng ___
(harmonizing
philosophy)
57 PC brains
58 Rev, as an
engine
59 Pizarro’s gold
60 Praiseful poem
61 Abort key

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.
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Eastern draws with Jacksonville State Sunday 0-0
By Elias Albert
Staff reporter | @DEN_Sports
Freshman goalkeeper Maddie Lyon
did not let up any goals for Panthers,
but neither did Caroline Robinson of
Jacksonville State resulting in a 0-0
draw.
With the tie, Eastern is now 2-9-2
on the season and 0-1-1 within Ohio
Valley Conference play.
Coach Jason Cherry thought both
teams played well enough to come
away with a victory.
“It was a good matchup,” Cherry
said. “Both teams played hard even
though there may have been a few
tired legs out there.”
Cherry mentioned this because
both teams were coming off of games
that went to overtime.
In the first half, Eastern managed
to earn set pieces and keep the ball
within their offensive side of the field.
This did not translate into many shots
though, as Eastern could only take
one shot despite having four corner
kicks.
The second half seemed to be a bit
more promising for Eastern.
Though they did not earn the
number of set pieces that they had in
the first half, Eastern finally began to
get the ball into scoring position and
made the Jacksonville State goalkeeper work.
There were a handful of secondhalf occasions that began to indicate a
potential Eastern go-ahead goal. This

MACKENZIE FREUND | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior midfielder Karlee Deacon moves the ball up the pitch during the game against Chicago State on Sept. 20.
The Panthers tied at a score of zero in their game against Jacksonville State Sunday at Lakeside Field.

continued into overtime.
“We were trying to attack a little more with our wide players in the
second half,” Cherry said. “We tried
more an over-the-top approach instead of the strategy to go around defenders in the first half.”
The first of the two overtime periods brought more opportunities for

Eastern, but nothing came through.
In the second overtime, forward
Hannah Miller almost forced a walkoff on two chances within the goal
box in the 103rd and 105th minutes.
“We would have really liked to
win this one at home,” Cherry said.
“We tried to keep the tempo up
near the end there, but we’ll take the

point.”
Eastern seemed to control the game
for the most part and tightened up on
defense almost every time Jacksonville
State created an offensive chance.
Probably the brightest spot on day
for Eastern was the performance of
goalkeeper Maddie Lyon.
Lyon continued her consistent

work by recording five saves and collecting live balls near the goal box on
a number of instances.
“I think Maddie did really well,”
Cherry said. “She made all the saves
that she had to make. We’re going to
need more of that out of her if we expect to win games and hang around
in conference.”
It was Lyon’s second shutout of the
season and first since the team’s opening game.
She recently said that she would like
to post a few shutouts during the conference schedule, as she did today and
will look to do again soon.
Miller led the team in shot attempts, with three total. Forward Molly Hawkins could not break through
the defense very often and ended with
just two shot attempts.
Despite being outshot 17-8, Eastern
was more efficient than Jacksonville
State. Eastern managed to put five of
their shots to be on goal, compared to
less than half of their opponents shots
reaching goal.
Cherry was happy with his team’s
play and will look to build upon this
defensive effort.
“We really wanted to come away
with three points today,” Cherry said.
“But we’ll get back in practice this
week and keep trying to get better.”
Eastern will host Tennessee Tech on
Friday and Morehead State on Sunday.
Elias Albert can be reached at
581-2812 or at ewalbert@eiu.edu

Baldwin, McInerney earn honors at invitational
By Bob Reynolds
Sports Editor | @BobReynoldsDEN
The Eastern men’s cross country team had one of its best performances at the Notre Dame invite
since the 1970s on Friday.
The men placed third in the
men’s gold division race, while the
women’s team placed eighth. Both
teams’ have not been in action
since Sept. 11.
The Eastern men had a few athletes who placed in the top 10 in
their 5-mile race. Junior’s Riley
McInerney and Paxson Menard
finished in third and seventh place,
respectively.
McInerney finished with a time
of 24 minutes and 40.7 seconds in
the 5-mile course. He was just 10
seconds behind winner Zach Plank

of North Central College.
James Quattlebaum from Clemson University finished in second
place, just one second ahead of
McInerney.
Red-shirt senior Joe Calio fini s h e d t h i rd p l a c e f o r t h e m e n
and 12th overall with a time of
25:09.9.
Juniors Tyler Yunk and Juan
Barajas were the other two runners that were scored for Eastern.
Yunk placed 33rd with a time of
25:27.5, and Barajas finished in
60th place with a time of 25:49.2.
Clemson finished in first place
with a team score of 53, 25 points
ahead of second place North Central.
On the women’s side, sophomore Maria Baldwin had a personal record of 17:44.5 in the 5k race
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Freshman Grace Rowan placed 25th during the Walt Crawford Open on
Sept. 4 on the Panther Trail. Rowan had a time of 20:24.94.

beating her old record of 17:59
giving her a seventh place finish on
the day.
Baldwin was the only Panther to
crack the top 10 on the women’s
side. Junior Ivy Handley finished
with a time of 18:14.2.

Freshman Jocelyne Mendoza
placed 49th with a time of 18:38.4.
Senior Amy Yeoman finished in
53rd finishing two seconds behind
Mendoza. Also, junior Ruth Garippo finished in 63rd place with a
time of 18:45.4.

It’s that time of year again!

Senior Portraits
Sept 28 - Oct 9
2522 Buzzard Hall

Journalism Conference Room
Second Floor

Go to laurenstudios.com
to make your appointment
School Passcode: Panther
Please dress appropriately

Butler won the Women’s Gold 5
with a team score of 106. The Bulldogs had runners place in second,
fourth, 25th, 33rd and 44th for the
race.
Maria McDaniel from Western
Michigan finished with a time of
16:58.4 as she averaged 5:27.5 per
mile.
Indiana State, St. Louis, Indiana-Purdue at Indianapolis and
Western Michigan rounded out the
top-five teams.
The Eastern men’s and women’s cross country teams will be at
the Bradley “Pink” Classic in two
weeks.
Bob Reynolds can be
reached at 581-2812
or rjreynolds@eiu.edu.

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: #EIU football got their first win of the year against Austin Peay on Saturday.

S ports

Sports Editor
Bob Reynolds
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Nothing “Little” about Panthers’ 40-16 victory
By Blake Nash
Staff Reporter |@Banash5
There was nothing small about
the way Eastern r unning back
Shepard Little and the Panthers
played in Saturday’s 40-16 victory
over Austin Peay.
The red-shirt senior led the Eastern rushing attack with 96 yards
on 19 carries and a touchdown.
But that was not the only way
he impacted the outcome on a
rainy day in Clarksville, Tenn.
With just over two minutes remaining in the first half, Little returned a punt 33 yards to the Austin Peay 31-yard line.
Backfield mate Devin Church
would end the ensuing drive with
a one-yard touchdown run to give
Eastern a 34-10 lead going into
halftime.
Little also ran 53 yards on a
screen pass in the third quarter,
which put the Panthers in the Governors’ red zone.
However, the Panthers failed
to capitalize on that big gain and
lined up for a field goal on fourth
down.
Freshman punter Mike Bernier
took the snap on the attempt, and
tried to fool the Governors’ defense
with a pass.
His pass was caught by redshirt sophomore tight end Addison
Bounds for no gain.
Eastern would score one touchdown in the second half, but were
able to reach the end zone five
times in the first half.
The first score came on the first
drive of the game, when the Panthers drove 75 yards on nine plays.
Church finished the drive with a
13-yard rushing touchdown to put
the Panthers on top 7-0.
Church finished the game with
12 carries for 81 yards and two
touchdowns.
That drive was sparked by a 40yard pass from senior quarterback
Jalen Whitlow to red-shirt junior
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Red-shirt senior Shepard Little runs the ball during the Mid-America Classic game against Illinois State on Sept. 19 at O’Brien Field. The Panthers beat
Austin Peay 40-16 Saturday Oct. 3 at Govenors Stadium in Clarksville, Tenn. Little ran 96 yards and got one touchdown during the Austin Peay game.

wide receiver Isaiah Nelson.
The duo would connect one
more time later in the first half,
when Nelson caught a 31-yard
touchdown pass.
Whitlow lofted the ball to the
corner of the end zone, where it
just avoided the arms of an Austin
Peay defender, and landed in the
hands of Nelson to give Eastern a
27-10 lead.
Whitlow finished the game 15for-30 with 266 yards and two
touchdowns.
He also ran for 40 yards on 14
carries, and threw an interception.
Church was also a beneficiary of
a Whitlow touchdown pass.
The red-shirt junior capitalized
on an Austin Peay unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty, with a 21-yard

touchdown.
T h e Pa n t h e r s o u t g a i n e d t h e
Governors 527-309, while holding the Governors passing game to
a mere 41 yards.
Austin Peay quarterback Trey
Taylor completed 6-of-24 passes,
and was sacked once by senior defensive end Thomas Coronado.
Coronado had two more tackles
for loss, and finished the day with
four tackles.
Senior defensive back Jourdan
Wickliffe led the Panthers with
nine tackles, including six that
were solo.
Junior linebacker Seth McDonald and red-shirt senior defensive
tackle Dino Fanti followed by seven and six tackles, respectively.
Fanti also broke up a pass and

EASTERN ILLINOIS
VS.
AUSTIN PEAY
SATURDAY, OC T. 3
IN CL ARKSVILLE, TENN.

40-16
forced two quarterback hurries.
While the Panthers shut down
the Governors passing game, they
struggled against the running
game, particularly against running
back Kendall Morris.
Morris rushed for a career-high
141 yards on 25 carries, which included a 74-yard dash to the end

zone, to shorten the deficit to 2010.
It was the first time a Governor
player had rushed for more than
100 yards since last season.
It was also the first time that offensive lineman Scott Taylor scored
a touchdown in his collegiate career.
The red-shirt junior recovered
a fumble by graduate student running back Jerron Seymour, and ran
it in for a 12-yard touchdown with
30 seconds left in the game.
Eastern will host Southeast Missouri at 1 p.m. Saturday at O’Brien
Field for family weekend.
Blake Nash can be
reached at 581-2812
or banash@eiu.edu

Eastern volleyball team win streak snapped Saturday
By Sean Hastings
Assistant Sports Editor |@DEN_Sports
The Eastern volleyball team
started the season winning three
straight matches and only losing
one set in that time.
Belmont snapped that win streak
Saturday afternoon.
Belmont won the match 3-1
(25-13, 19-25, 25-17, 25-19).
Sophomore Allie Hueston led
the Panthers with 11 kills, and senior Stephanie Wallace led in digs
with 19.
In the first set, the Panthers
grabbed the first two points but
that would be the last time they
had the lead.
Belmont led by as much as 12 at
one point in the match.
Belmont had a strong game, and
the Panthers also made some mistakes that played a role in Belmont
getting the win.
“Belmont served very well and it
showed in the stat sheet with our
14 reception errors,” Eastern coach
Sam Wolinski said. “That was a big
factor in them winning was their
serve game.”
The Panthers got the win in the
second set that was a close battle
all the way through.
The Panthers held the rest of the
set and jumped out to a six- point
lead in the end.

Brown has been consistently getting kills and digs for the Panthers
in the first four Ohio Valley Conference games.
She finished with seven kills and
nine digs in the match.
Set three was close until an attack error by Panthers and two
straight kills by Belmont made it
9-5.
The Panthers got within three
but that was the closest they would
get.
Belmont led the fourth set the
whole way. Eastern almost got back
in it, but Belmont proved to be just
little too much for the Panthers.
Even with the loss, the Panthers
are still tied for second place in the
OVC standings with Belmont who
have matching 3-1 records.
Murray State leads the OVC at
3-0.
Wolinski and the rest of the Panthers know that the Panthers could
have been better on Saturday.
“We need to stay true to our
style of volleyball and not let the
uncontrollables get to us,” Wolinski said. “That’s the lesson we will
take from (Saturday).”
The Panthers will be back at it
on Friday when they take on OVC
leader Murray State in Murray, Ky.
Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu
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Senior right-side hitter Abby Saalfrank recorded nine kills during the Panthers’ 3-1 home-opening loss to Indiana
State on Sept. 1 at Lantz Arena.

